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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Personal Statement-

1.1.1

My name is Morgan Sheehy. I am the A5 Western Transport Corridor Section 2
[extending from Sion Mills to the South of Omagh], Project Manager for the
Roadbridge Sisk PT McWilliams Joint Venture on this Scheme.

1.1.2

The Roadbridge Sisk PT McWilliams Joint Venture is the contracting
organisation appointed to construct the Scheme should the Scheme progress to
construction.

1.2

Qualifications

1.2.1

I am a degree qualified Civil Engineer and a Fellow of the Institution of Engineers
of Ireland. My career spans more than 16 years and has concentrated on the
management of major civil engineering projects within Ireland. I have been a
Senior Contracts Manager with Roadbridge since 2000 and have been employed
by this company throughout my career.

1.2.2

During my career I have been involved in a broad and diverse range of civil
engineering projects, particularly in construction project management. During my
time on site I have worked on a number of major motorway schemes that
included Deputy Project Manager on both the M7 Kildare Town By-Pass and the
M7 Heath- Mayfield Motorway, Project Manager on the N11 Gorey to Arklow Link
By-Pass and most recently on the M9 Phase 3 Kilcullen to Waterford Scheme
from Kilcullen to Carlow. I was also Deputy Project Manager on the N8 Cashel to
Mitchelstown Road Scheme, the first Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) Road
Scheme carried out in Ireland; on this Scheme I was involved in the design
development and Public Inquiry process.

1.3

Involvement in the Scheme

1.3.1

The selected procurement process for the A5 Western Transport corridor (A5
WTC) was to adopt an ‘Early Contractor Involvement’ [ECI] approach with
contractors appointed earlier in the process than typically would be the case.
This brought the contractor involvement phase of the project ahead of the
statutory process allowing the contractor to act as a consultant to the project
designer providing valuable input into the design while also providing advice on
buildability and cost related issues.

1.3.2

The Roadbridge Sisk PT McWilliams Joint Venture along with our designer
Fehily Timoney Gifford was appointed in November 2009.
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1.3.3

My role as the Section 2 Construction Project Manager is to take responsibility
for assisting Roads Service and their consultant with advice and support
throughout Phase 1 (Specimen Design development Stage) in relation to this
section of the A5 WTC Project. We bring our experience and expertise in
buildability and advise the Employer on construction issues. I am assisted in my
role by a team of experienced construction and design engineers including
highway, environmental and cost experts. I appear at this Inquiry to provide
evidence on the construction and buildability issues relating to Section 2 of the
Proposed Scheme on behalf of Roads Service.

1.3.4

During Phase 2, the Construction Phase, I would be responsible for the
construction management and delivery of a quality, safe and environmentally
sound project to programme and within budget. I would be assisted in this role by
a team of experienced construction and design engineers including highway,
environmental and cost experts.

1.4

Roadbridge Sisk PT McWilliams Relevant Experience

1.4.1

All members of our Joint Venture (JV) have a well established track record in the
delivery of large scale projects such as this. In particular, we have successfully
carried out numerous highway projects in both Ireland and the UK in a safe and
efficient manner, whilst also respecting the environment.

1.4.2

Examples of similar previous projects include:

Scheme Name

Location

Length

M7 Heath-Mayfield Motorway

Counties Kildare and Laois

17.5km

M8 Cashel to Cullahill Road
Scheme

Counties Laois, Kilkenny and
Tipperary

39.5km

DBFO2 Scheme 3

Ballygawley to Dungannon

20.5km

N9-N10 Kilcullen to Waterford –
Phase 3 & 4

Counties Kildare, Carlow, Kilkenny
and Waterford

67.7km

M3 Motorway – Section 3

Navan to Kells, Co. Meath

20km

N7 Limerick Southern Ring Phase
II – Limerick Tunnel

Counties Limerick and Clare

9.8km

Table 1 – JV Scheme Experience

1.4.3

Roadbridge Sisk PT McWilliams have worked successfully with our designer
Fehily Timoney Gifford on a number of the above schemes.
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2

SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF EVIDENCE

2.1

General

2.1.1

In Section 3, I briefly explain the input of the Contractor during Phase 1 [the
Specimen Design development Stage]

2.1.2

In Section 4, I outline the overall construction programme for the Scheme and
describe the key elements within it.

2.1.3

In Section 5, I describe the construction methods that would be used to construct
the Scheme and the reasons why particular techniques and methods have been
selected.

2.1.4

In Section 6, I cover the estimated size of the construction work force and the
temporary works and facilities that would be required to support these people
during the construction of the Scheme. The chapter also includes details of the
proposed main site compound and satellite compounds and describes the site
traffic that will be generated by the construction of the Scheme.

2.1.5

In Section 7, I outline the project management proposals that would be
implemented during the construction phase.

2.1.6

In Section 8, I outline key issues associated with the construction of Section 2 of
the Scheme.

2.1.7

In Section 9, I present my conclusions in respect of the construction evidence
that demonstrate that the programme, construction methods, land use and
management systems are appropriate for the Scheme.
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3

CONTRACTOR INVOLVEMENT

3.1

General

3.1.1

The advantages of the Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) process are:
•

Buildability issues and impacts can be fully addressed in the design
before Draft Orders are published.

•

More realistic cost estimates.

•

A better understanding of construction issues at an early stage.

•

A better understanding of possible environmental impacts and the
development of appropriate mitigation strategies.

3.1.2

The involvement of the Contractor at this early stage of the design development
has provided an opportunity for the construction preferences, sequencing,
programming and the safety of techniques and methodology to be considered
and integrated within the design process.

3.1.3

The design has followed an iterative process involving Mouchel, our JV and our
designer including the environmental team, key stakeholders and Roads Service
to ensure that the most appropriate solutions have been identified and
developed.

3.1.4

All key risks have been identified and minimised early within the Scheme
development.

3.1.5

Construction impacts have been based upon the Contractor’s preferred methods
and programme and the environmental mitigation measures proposed have the
support of the Section 2 JV.

3.1.6

Major sub-contractors for such elements as piling and bridge steelwork and key
elements of the supply chain have also been involved with the process to ensure
that optimal construction solutions are adopted.

3.1.7

The identification of temporary land required, outside of the permanent land take,
to facilitate the construction of the Scheme, whilst minimising the environmental
impacts, has been identified and incorporated within the draft Vesting Orders.
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4

CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME

4.1

General

4.1.1

The assessment of construction activities and the derived construction
programme assume approval is given for the Scheme to start construction in
September 2012. The construction activities and programme may be subject to
change both during the detailed design and construction phases. The timings
indicated are a best estimate based on the present situation and are a realistic
guideline. This section describes the provisional overall construction programme
and the planned sequence of operations.

4.2

Overall Duration

4.2.1

Main construction works will commence in September 2012 and would last
approximately 3 years.

4.2.2

An outline programme is contained within Appendix A of this Proof of Evidence.

4.2.3

The Contractor’s responsibility for the maintenance of the completed Scheme will
continue for a period of 1 year after completion of the works. After this period
Roads Service would take over responsibility for maintenance of all aspects of
the completed scheme.

4.3

Key Elements

4.3.1

The outline programme gives an overview of the key elements of the
construction strategy, which determine the key interactions and programme
duration. These include:
•

Main site clearance completed outside the ecological constraints identified in
the Environmental Statement.

•

Early archaeological monitoring and mitigation at specific identified sites.

•

River diversions and culvert construction to enable haul routes to be
constructed in key areas.

•

Early interaction with stats providers to enable diversions to plant to ensure
construction programme is not affected.

•

Main earthworks, typically carried out during the earthworks season [April to
October], except where ground conditions allow for out of season works.

•

Early construction of side roads to enable segregation of local road users
and construction plant.

•

Mainline and side road pavement construction taking into account seasonal
constraints.
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4.4

Sequence of Operations

4.4.1

The sequence of operations has been determined to ensure that the Scheme is
constructed in a safe manner, in accordance with Roads Service requirements
and programme, and to ensure that minimum disruption occurs to the local
environment during the construction process.

4.4.2

Initial construction activities would include habitat translocation, archaeological
and soil investigations, securing of the site, with permanent fencing where
possible, and establishment of the site offices, some early SU diversions, and
site clearance.

4.4.3

For the purposes of establishing the logic behind the construction programme
the Scheme has been divided into 5 Zones [natural breaks in the site due to
rivers etc] as follows:

Zone

Chainage

From

To

1

27000-34400

Sion Mills

River Derg

2

34400-41350

River Derg

West Road

3

41350-50100

West Road

Fairy Water

4

50100-56700

Fairy Water

Drumragh River

5

56700-57580

Drumragh River

Section 3

Table 2 – Division of Site into Zones

Zone 1

Zone

4.4.4

The overall Scheme comprises of the following principal components:

Area

Chainage

Works

Cut and Fill

2700034400

Earthworks cut and embankment construction
works

Primrose Park

27217

Construction of new over bridge to Primrose Park
Road

Retaining Wall Primrose Park

27500

Construction of Retaining Wall

Bells Park Road

27995

Construction of new over bridge to Bells Park
Road

Seein Road

29118

Construction of new over bridge to Seein Road

Concess Road

30139

Construction of new under bridge to Concess
Road
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Area

Zone 2

Works

Junction 9 Victoria Bridge

31443

Construction of Compact Grade Separated
junction to carry the B52 Fyfin Road under the
proposed A5

Stone Road

31912

Construction of new over bridge to Stone Road

Derg Road

33960

Construction of new over bridge to Derg Road

River Derg

34374

Construction of new clear-span river bridge
carrying the A5 over the River Derg

Cut and Fill

3440041350

Earthworks cut and embankment construction
works

Deerspark Road

34715

Construction of new overbridge to Deerspark
Road

Maghercoltan
Road

36245

Construction of new under bridge to Maghercoltan
Road

36500

Construction of new single span bridge to cross
the Coolaghy Burn with two adjacent connectivity
culverts

Junction 10 Newtownstewart

37333

Construction of Compact Grade Separated
junction linking to the B84 Baronscourt Road and
Drumlegagh Road North

Retaining Wall Harry Averys

38500

Construction of Retaining Wall

Gortgranagh
Road

39425

Construction of new overbridge to Gortgranagh
Road

Old Castle Road

38622

Construction of new overbridge to Old Castle
Road

Castletown Road
(North)

39877

Construction of new overbridge to Castletown
Road

West Road

41180

Construction of new underbridge to West Road

Cut and Fill

4135050100

Earthworks cut and embankment construction
works

Northbound Layby

42000

Construction of lay-by

Joe's Lane

42472

Construction of new over bridge to Joe's Lane

Coolaghy Burn

Zone 3

Chainage
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Area

Chainage

Works

Retaining Wall Mellon Country

43500

Construction of Retaining Wall

Southbound Layby

44300

Construction of lay-by

Gordon's Lane

45590

Construction of new underbridge to Gordon's Lane

Killinure Road

45011

Construction of new over bridge to Killinure Road

Retaining Wall Killinure Road

45300

Construction of Retaining Wall

Castletown Road
South

45728

Construction of new under bridge to Castletown
Road

Piling Area A

4635046500

Piling to soft ground areas

Dunteige Road

47006

Construction of new over bridge to Duntiege Road

Rash Road

48120

Construction of new over bridge to Rash Road

Junction 11
Omagh North

49285

Construction of Full Grade Separated junction
linking with the A5 Beltany Road and Drumlegagh
Road South (north-west of Omagh)

Piling Area B

4940049700

Piling to soft ground areas

Fairy Water

50100

Construction of new clear-span river bridge
carrying the A5 over the Fairy Water and
associated connectivity culverts

Cut and Fill

5010056700

Earthworks cut and embankment construction
works

Mellon Park
Drive

50780

Construction of new overbridge to Mellon Park
Drive

Gillygooly Road
(B50)

51335

Construction of new overbridge to B50 Gillygooley
Road

Aghnamoyle
Road

52068

Construction of new overbridge to Aghnamoyle
Road

Tamlaght Road

53205

Construction of new over bridge to Tamlaght Road

Brookmount
Road

53826

Construction of new underbridge to Brookmount
Road
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Area

Chainage

Works

Junction 12 A32 Clanabogan
Road Junction

54030

Construction of Full Grade Separated junction with
the A32 Clanabogan Road (south-west of Omagh)

Loughmuck
Road/ Rylands
Cottages

54459

Construction of new underbridge to Loughmuck
Road

Retaining Wall Loughmuck

54700

Construction of Retaining Wall

Piling Area C

5500055100

Piling to soft ground areas

Beagh Road

55900

Construction of new over bridge to Beagh Road

Ballynahatty
Road

56544

Construction of new over bridge to Ballynahatty
Road

River Drumragh

56693

Construction of new clear-span river bridge
carrying the A5 over the River Drumragh

Cut and Fill

5670057580

Earthworks cut and embankment construction
works

Blackfort Road

57112

Construction of new over bridge to Blackfort Road

Table 3 – Summary Description of Main Works
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5

CONSTRUCTION METHODS

5.1

General

5.1.1

This Section outlines the site working hours, methods and sequencing that would
be adopted to construct the Scheme. I also outline the mitigation and control
measures that would be implemented throughout the construction process to
minimise the impact of the works on people and the environment.

5.2

Working Hours

5.2.1

Working hours for normal site activities would typically be from 7:00am to
7:00pm Monday to Friday and from 7:00am to 4:30pm on Saturday. Working
hours would reduce through the winter season and would typically be from
8:00am to 5:00pm Monday to Friday.

5.2.2

During the earthworks season (April to October) the working hours would
typically be 7:00am to 9:00pm Monday to Friday and from 7:00am to 4:30pm on
Saturday.

5.2.3

There will be no normal working on Sundays or bank holidays.

5.2.4

Where construction works could have a significant impact on neighbouring
properties, businesses and buildings (for example piling or night time working),
the affected parties would be advised of these works prior to their occurrence. In
addition, our Public Liaison Officer would communicate with members of the
public and businesses to inform them of measures to minimise the disruption and
impacts of construction.

5.3

Early Activities

5.3.1

The following works would be undertaken early in the programme:
• Site Clearance and fencing operations.
• Archaeological Monitoring of specified areas.
• Critical utility diversions.
• Demolition of properties and farm buildings.
• Establishment of Site Compounds.

5.3.2

The site clearance would take into account seasonal environmental constraints.
Where protected species or their habitats would likely be affected, the works
would be carried out in accordance with a site clearance plan approved by an
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ecologist. Necessary approvals or licences would be obtained from the
appropriate regulatory body for the planned works
5.3.3

Fencing would be erected to establish the site boundaries and to delineate the
limits of construction operations.

5.3.4

Areas that have been identified as having potential for archaeological interest
would be marked out on-site and monitored as the site clearance is progressed.

5.3.5

Part of the early work would involve the demolition of two farm buildings, two
residential properties and three disused railway bridges in the vicinity of Omagh
North junction as follows;
• Two farm buildings on Seein Road at Ch. 29100
• Dwelling on Golf Course Road at Ch. 37300
• Dwelling on Baronscourt Road at Ch. 37400

5.3.6

The main compound would be located at a central location within Section 2 and
supplemented by smaller satellite establishments which would be set up
temporarily during the construction period at strategic locations such as mainline
junctions or new bridge structure locations.

5.3.7

The main compound is likely to be located in the Strule Valley to Omagh North
Area Ch. 42000 - Ch. 48000

5.3.8

Satellite compounds are likely to be located at each of the mainline junctions i.e.
J9 Victoria Bridge Ch. 31000 – Ch. 32500; J10 Newtownstewart Ch. 36000 – Ch.
37500; J11 Omagh North Ch. 48500 – Ch. 51500; J12 Omagh West Ch. 53500 –
Ch. 54500.

5.4

Utilities

5.4.1

Extensive diversions of Public Utilities equipment, including, electricity, water,
sewer, telephone and other communication systems, would be required to allow
the Scheme to be constructed. In some parts of the Scheme there are privately
owned services that would also require diversion (e.g. water supplies). These
would be treated in a similar manner and with the same priority as those owned
by Statutory Undertakers.

5.4.2

Statutory Undertakers’ works would fall into three main categories:

5.4.3

Diversions or protection work required to facilitate construction.

5.4.4

Temporary supplies to support construction activities.
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5.4.5

New permanent supplies for road furniture apparatus e.g. lighting etc.

5.4.6

Utility diversions are necessary where existing roads would be stopped-up or
realigned. The diversions would generally be routed along existing service
corridors, roads or footpath. Where this is not possible, routes for services would
be determined by taking prevailing environmental, traffic and engineering
constraints into account, as well as the location of existing services. Where the
service could be retained in its present location but would be affected by the
Scheme, works would take place to construct the appropriate protection
measures agreed with the relevant authority.

5.4.7

To enable construction of the Scheme, temporary services would be required at
the main and satellite offices and site compounds. Services required would
include electricity, telephone, sewers and water supply. Foul sewerage would be
managed by either connection to the local mains, by removal from site via road
tanker or by a suitable effluent treatment unit installed at the compound.

5.5

Earthworks

5.5.1

The Scheme has been designed to maximise the use of materials available
within the site. The design would minimise the import of material from quarries or
other sources and avoid sending surplus material to landfill. Where appropriate,
material would be recycled or modified to maximise its suitability for inclusion in
the works. Some materials will not suitable for inclusion in the works, these
materials will be deposited in deposition areas at various locations along the
Scheme. There would be no need to dispose of material off site unless
unexpected contaminated material was encountered during the construction
process.

5.5.2

Earthworks activities are susceptible to wet weather. In addition to safety and
quality problems associated with carrying out earthworks operations in the wet,
there are environmental implications, including increased risk of silt entering
watercourses, mud spreading onto the local road network and subsequent dust
emission as mud dries. The earthworks season therefore normally lasts from
April to October, but with the opportunity taken to start earlier or extend the
season as weather conditions permit.

5.5.3

Following site clearance and fencing works, topsoil would be stripped from the
vested lands and stockpiled for re-use at a later date. Stockpiles would be sealed
and seeded to prevent wind and rain erosion and dust dispersion.

5.5.4

The Proposed Scheme requires the movement of approximately 6,200,000m³ of
material; see Tables 4 and 5 – Major Earthworks Quantities. On completion of
the areas of embankment construction, the balance of the excavated material
would be used to form the landscape mitigation fill areas and also placed in the
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deposition areas along the Scheme. These areas would be covered with topsoil
and planted in accordance with the landscape design. The earthworks strategy
aims to minimise double handling of material. This would reduce construction
plant movements and therefore fuel usage and limit the area of land required for
temporary storage.
Activity

Approx Volume m3

Excavation of Topsoil

733,600

Excavation of Sand and Clay

3,055,000

Excavation of Rock and other Hard Material

1,042,800

Excavation of Unsuitable material from Cuttings and soft ground

1,369,600

Import of Granular Fill

25,000

Total Excavated and Imported Volume

6,226,000

Table 4 – Excavated and Imported Volumes

Activity

Approx Volume m3

Processing of rock for selected aggregate

1,042,800

Processing unsuitable clay to suitable

284,000

Deposition of Topsoil

733,600

Deposition of Acceptable Material

4,097,700

Deposition of Imported Material

25,000

Deposition of Marginal fills adjacent to the works (on site)

1,367,500

Disposal off site of Unsuitable Material

2,200

Total Deposited & exported Volume

6,226,000

Table 5 – Processed, Deposited and Exported Volumes

5.5.5

Wherever possible, haul roads would be located within the Scheme footprint.

5.5.6

A schedule of the deposition areas for the Scheme is provided in Appendix 6F of
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Volume 3 of the Environmental Statement and the locations shown in Figures 6.1
to 6.7 of the Environmental Statement)
5.5.7

Pre-earthworks drainage ditches would be installed along the periphery of
excavation slopes. These would ensure that any surface run-off and any land
drainage that is encountered, is picked up and directed away from the
construction operations to suitable discharge points. Drainage balancing ponds
would be excavated as part of the pre-earthworks process in order to serve as
settlement lagoons, to prevent excessive silt from entering watercourses. These
lagoons would also provide a source of water for controlling dust during dry
conditions.

5.5.8

Bulk earthmoving operations would be carried out using large excavators, 40T
articulated dump trucks, bulldozers and heavy compaction plant. Occasionally,
the use of road lorries would be necessary to transport material to locations
where only lorry access is feasible.

5.6

Roadworks

5.6.1

Roadworks activities would include:-pavement construction, carriageway
drainage; kerbing; surfacing; safety fencing, lighting and signing etc. The
roadworks strategy for the Proposed Scheme aims to co-ordinate the
programme for the construction of the A5 WTC in the most efficient manner,
whilst minimising disruption to the local road network.

5.6.2

The pavement design has been developed to maximise the use of materials
arising within the site, thereby minimising the import of construction materials by
lorry. The new carriageways would be surfaced with a low-noise surfacing
material. This would be a proprietary material that provides the required skidding
resistance but has a smooth surface resulting in lower wheel noise and less
spray in wet weather.

5.6.3

The installation of new highway drainage would run concurrently with the general
earthworks. All of the materials required for the installation of drainage (pipes,
gullies etc) would be delivered by road lorries, accessing the site at the
designated points along the haul route as outlined in Appendix B.

5.6.4

In order to minimise the risk of environmental incidents, all drainage activities
would be carried out in accordance with the Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) – Principles and Guidance (Appendix 6G in Volume 3
of the Environmental Statement).

5.6.5

Roadwork activities would be undertaken using conventional dump trucks,
bulldozers and compactors. Movement of these machines would be limited to
within the site boundary. Materials for highway construction would be delivered
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to site by 20T road lorries and would be deposited as close to their permanent
location as practicable. Road pavement construction would be by means of
conventional road paving equipment, supported by ancillary plant, including
blacktop pavers and smooth rollers.
5.6.6

Where existing road surfaces need to be removed, these would be planed out
and the material recycled and re-used in the permanent works. Any
contaminated material encountered on the site would be transported off site to
licensed waste disposal facilities.

5.6.7

Following completion of the earthworks and pavement construction, finishing
works would be carried out, including the installation of safety barriers, traffic
signs and street lighting.

5.7

Structures

5.7.1

Table 6 below summarises the nature and number of public structures that would
be required in Section 2..

Structure Type

No. of Structures

Overbridges

22

Underbridges over Roads

9

Underbridges over Watercourses/ Flood Connectivity

4

Total

35

Table 6 – Public Structures Summary

5.7.2

The significant structures are as follows:
• Bridge over River Derg (Ch 34374)
• Bridge over Fairy Water (Ch 50100)
• Bridge over River Drumragh (Ch 56693)

5.7.3

Construction of structures would be undertaken all year round, as they are less
weather susceptible than earthworks operations. In order to minimise access
problems during prolonged wet weather and to prevent mud on public roads,
access for structures traffic would typically be allowed directly from the road
network adjacent to each structure location. During winter months, this would
minimise the number of delivery vehicles using site haul routes and then
returning to the public highway.
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5.8

Footpaths and Private Means of Access

5.8.1

During construction, Private Means of Access (PMA) and Public Rights of Way
(PRoW) that cross the Scheme would be kept open with designated crossing
points. In some cases, temporary diversions may be necessary on safety
grounds. If temporary diversions are to be provided, they would be constructed
to the appropriate standard and be well maintained. The duration of temporary
diversions would be kept to a minimum, taking account of the construction
programme.

5.8.2

Construction is not anticipated to have a major impact upon pedestrians or
community facilities at settlements along the Scheme. However, there would be
a need for long and short-term temporary closures of a small number of
footpaths for public safety and construction practicality. Alternative routes would
be provided.

5.9

Landscaping and Planting Works

5.9.1

Landscape works would include earth mounding. Earthworks fill material placed
in designated locations and shaped to the required profile would create
mounding. The completed mounds would be covered with sufficient topsoil to
support the landscape planting.

5.9.2

Planting would take place as early in the construction programme as feasible,
taking account of any seasonal constraints, to ensure optimum growth and
coverage prior to the Scheme opening.

5.10

Mitigation and Control Measures

5.10.1

Mitigation and control measures are addressed in Paragraphs 6.5 – Traffic
Management; Paragraph 7.4 – Construction Environmental Management Plan;
Paragraph 7.5 – Construction Mitigation Measures
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6

TEMPORARY WORKS AND FACILITIES

6.1

General

6.1.1

This section describes the facilities required for the construction workforce, the
construction traffic generated and the way traffic would be managed in order to
construct the scheme.

6.2

The Construction Workforce

6.2.1

During the construction phase, members of staff, operatives, subcontractors and
visitors would attend site on a daily basis. The estimated peak number of
personnel working on the A5 WTC Section 2 would be approximately 400. Works
would be phased over a total construction period of approximately 3 years.

6.2.2

Construction traffic would generally commute to the site from their homes, rent or
lodge in locally available accommodation.

6.2.3

In addition to the staff and operatives, subcontractors would be used throughout
the Scheme’s construction phase (e.g. for fencing, pavement, safety fencing etc).
Where possible local subcontractors would be employed.

6.3

Compounds and Storage Areas

6.3.1

The main compound would typically contain the main site offices, site laboratory,
canteen, welfare facilities, materials storage areas, car parking, waste
management area, vehicle washing facilities and possibly a site batching plant
The satellite compounds would typically contain a number of offices, stores,
welfare facilities and provide material storage and car parking areas.

6.3.2

The criteria applicable in the selection of a suitable area for the main site
compound include the following:
• It is not close to any major residential areas
• It has direct access from existing A5
• It is centrally located within the Scheme
• It would have direct access onto the Scheme

6.3.3

There may be other smaller compounds required based on programme and/or
remoteness from the nearest satellite compound. They would consist of short
term limited accommodation and facilities compounds. They would be
accommodated within vested lands. Welfare facilities would be provided at these
smaller compounds and some facilities for storage. These establishments would
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be powered by generator (tanked bunding surround) and mains supplied water
provided for welfare. All appropriate environmental considerations would be
adopted for dealing with waste and storage.
6.3.4

Access roads, parking areas, stores areas and workshops etc. would typically be
paved and would drain to a sealed system discharging to an approved temporary
discharge area. Temporary earthworks including bunding would create the
shallow ponds required for water handling.

6.3.5

All construction material for access routes and other hardened areas would be
laid on top of the existing ground with a separation geotextile membrane laid on
the topsoil. At the completion of the project the imported materials would be
removed and the entire area reinstated to its original condition..

6.3.6

The handling of foul water is subject to further review pending a suitable foul
water connection to the mains. Otherwise, due to the size of the compounds it
would be preferable to have treatment facilities. This would involve setting the
tanks below ground level in an excavation.

6.3.7

Particular consideration would be given to the areas designated for fuel and oils
storage, storage of materials subject to Control of Substances Hazardous to
Health (COSHH) assessments, generator sites, liquid waste storage, hazardous
waste storage. Methods of containment and control measures would be adopted
in accordance with Northern Ireland Environment Agency guidelines and
construction industry standards and set out in the CEMP.

6.4

Site Traffic

6.4.1

The majority of vehicle movements associated with construction would take
place within the confines of the site. There would also be vehicles travelling to
and from the site carrying deliveries, site personnel and visitors.

6.4.2

Deliveries to site would occur daily throughout the construction period. Deliveries
would range from packages delivered by courier to lorries bringing aggregates
and other materials for construction.

6.4.3

The majority of materials would be delivered directly to specific locations on site
where they are required for the construction works. Specialist materials will be
delivered to the site compounds from which point they will be distributed via the
internal haul road to where they are required.

6.4.4

Access to the Site Compound and for direct site deliveries would be by existing A
and B roads and designated accesses off local roads. These access points
would be clearly signed on the local road network.
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6.4.5

The estimated number of Heavy Duty Vehicles (HDV) that would need to access
the site is up to 250 per day at the peak of construction activities. In addition,
Light Duty Vehicles (LDV) and private vehicles to get construction workers to and
from site would amount some 500 trips per day at peak.

6.4.6

Site Access Locations are contained within Appendix B.

6.5

Traffic Management

6.5.1

Traffic flows would be maintained on the existing principal roads where the
existing road remains at grade and requires no upgrade works. There would be
some disruption to the local road network during construction works and the
following measures would be required:
• One way traffic management on some local roads to construct the tie-ins.
• Short duration closures to some local roads to construct tie-ins.
• Various local temporary diversions.
• Traffic management during bridge construction works.
• Night time closures required for bridge beams lift.

6.5.2

Detailed road closure / diversion information is provided in Table 6G.20 Traffic
Management Description (refer to Appendix 6G of the Environmental Statement).
We will develop and agree a Traffic Management Plan with Roads Service and
other relevant authorities for the duration of the contract. The plan would identify
proposals for the principal phases of the works and individual construction
activities which would potentially involve disruption to existing vehicular and
pedestrian access in specific locations along the construction corridor.

6.5.3

Traffic management schemes will comply with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs
Manual, as published by the Department of Transport. It is a further requirement
that the plan stipulates measures agreed with Roads Service which would
address such issues and ensure continued and safe access throughout the
contract period.

6.5.4

Some temporary short term road closures may be unavoidable during
construction to allow for realignments of the road and/or bridge construction. This
would only be allowed if it is agreed by Roads Service that other traffic
management options are impractical. Road users would be given advance
warning of any closures.

6.5.5

Haul roads would be constructed across side roads within the site boundaries. It
is envisaged that access would be permitted at all side roads for the construction
of realigned side roads, accesses and any associated structural works. Similarly,
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access would be allowed at these locations for site workers to access the site
going to / from work. Haulage roads would be agreed with Roads Service and
suitable signage would be installed to control the use of the local network by
construction traffic.
6.5.6

It will be a requirement that vehicles comply with the gross vehicle weights
prescribed in the Motor Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations (Northern
Ireland) 1999 (as amended).
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7

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

7.1

General

7.1.1

As the Contractor’s Project Manager, I have direct responsibility for Health &
Safety, Environment, and Quality performance during the construction period
within Section 2. I will be supported by a competent team with a wide range of
expertise in the required fields. This section outlines the contents of our typical
Project Management Plan for Section 2 as well as providing further details of the
Construction Environment Management Plan and mitigation measures to be
employed and our typical approach to community relations.

7.2

Integrated Management System

7.2.1

The Integrated Management System (IMS) provides an integrated approach to
the management of operations and incorporates specific requirements for
dealing with quality, health, safety and environmental matters.

7.2.2

The IMS is accredited to the following standards:
•

ISO 9001 Quality Management System

•

ISO 14001 Environmental Management System

•

OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety Management System

7.2.3

The IMS is audited regularly by both internal and external auditors. These will
assess the appropriateness of the IMS against these standards and the level of
implementation and compliance.

7.3

Project Management Plan

7.3.1

The objective of the PMP is to provide a co-ordinated approach to the Project
Management of Section 2 on the A5 Project. Its purpose is to clearly define the
policy, organisation, procedures and other documentation relevant to the project.

7.3.2

The Plan will provide a cohesive and comprehensive approach to project
management removing duplication and integrating tasks where appropriate.
Design & Construction Quality, Environmental Management and Health and
Safety Management plans are contained or referenced within the PMP.

7.3.3

The main headings within a PMP are as follows:
• Introduction – Description of the Scheme and scope of services
• Policies – strategic policies for the A5 WTC
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• Project Objectives – Jointly agreed project objectives
• Project Performance Indicators – Agreed KPI’s
• Project Organisation & Structure
• Key Team Members and Responsibilities
• Management System Arrangements including General Arrangements,
Management of Project Processes, Health and Safety Management,
Construction Environmental Management, Communication and Liaison,
Control of Documentation, Project Planning, Design Control, Control of
Resources, Commercial, Measurement Analysis and Improvement, Nonconformance, Management System Audit and Review.
• Core Project Processes – Maps of core project processes
• Schedule of Procedures – List of applicable procedures
7.4

Construction Environmental Management Plan

7.4.1

A generic Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) as previously
stated, is included in Appendix 6G of Volume 3 of the Environmental Statement.
It is a pre-construction requirement that a CEMP is developed to ensure that
construction activities are planned and managed in accordance with
environmental requirements identified within the Environmental Statement. It will
comply with the requirements of ISO 14001. It will ensure compliance with both
the legal and contractual obligations as well as implement best practice in
construction environmental management.

7.4.2

The CEMP will include a means for the identification of environmental nonconformance, for carrying out corrective actions and also providing a method of
demonstrating continuous improvement throughout the construction phase. The
project requirement for environmental site inspections, monitoring, auditing and
reporting would be contained within the CEMP.

7.4.3

I will be responsible for ensuring that all members of the project team, including
subcontractors comply with the procedures set out in the CEMP. I will ensure
that all persons who are allocated specific environmental responsibilities are
notified of their appointment and confirm that their responsibilities are clearly
understood.

7.4.4

The CEMP will define the roles and responsibilities of key staff, including myself,
the Environmental Manager, Engineering Staff, Supervisors, Public Liaison
Officer and Environmental Specialists. These Environmental Specialists will be
appointed prior to the start of construction to monitor and oversee specific
environmental works. The specialists would include but not limited to the Project
Archaeologist, Site Ecologist and Landscaping Specialist.
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7.4.5

7.4.6

The responsibilities of the Environmental Manager include, but are not limited to
the following:
•

Preparation, issue and management of the CEMP

•

Providing guidance to the site team in dealing with environmental matters,
including legal and statutory requirements affecting the works.

•

Reviewing environmental management content of method statements

•

Programming and obtaining any licences, consents that are required from
the Regulatory Authorities e.g. Rivers Agency, Northern Ireland
Environmental Agency

•

Collection and collation of CEEQUAL evidence

•

Monitoring site performance against the CEMP and reporting to site
management

•

Ensure that site personnel receive the necessary environmental awareness
training necessary for the performance of their duties.

The CEMP will include a series of environmental action plans that would define
the scope, key roles, responsibilities and control procedures that will be required.
These specialist procedures would include the management of:
•

Water

•

Waste

•

Fuels, Oils and Chemicals

•

Noise and Vibration

•

Air and Dust Emissions

•

Landscape and Visual

•

Agriculture

•

Archaeology

•

Ecology

•

Public Interface

7.4.7

The CEMP will be subject to regular documented review by the Environmental
Manager.

7.5

Construction Mitigation Measures

7.5.1

Measures would be taken during the construction phase to minimise, as far as is
reasonably practicable, the impact of construction activities on the surrounding
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public areas..
7.5.2

During the construction phase all activities undertaken would be subject to a
health and safety and environmental risk assessment. Where works require the
consent or approval of any external body or authority, this approval would be
obtained prior to construction works proceeding.

7.5.3

At the start of construction, an up to date set of ‘constraints drawings’ would be
prepared. These drawings would be based on the information presented in the
Environmental Statement and on any additional environmental surveys that are
undertaken between the Public Inquiry and the start of construction. These
drawings would provide the construction team with information on all the
environmental constraints and proposed mitigation measures relating to the
construction of the A5 WTC.

7.5.4

They would include the following information:
•

The site boundary

•

All areas of ecological importance/ sensitivity

•

Vegetation to be retained

•

Specific archaeological sites

•

Areas where specific requirements exist for topsoil and subsoil stripping

•

Identified locations of noxious plants

•

Areas of known contaminated land

•

The extent of the aquifers underlying the construction site

•

The location of sensitive water features

•

Permitted and prohibited access routes

•

Locations where neighbouring properties might be at risk of nuisance caused
by the construction works

7.5.5

The assessment of risk for any site operation would include reference to the
constraints drawings to ensure that any environmental impact is adequately
assessed and addressed prior to any specific construction operation
commencing.

7.5.6

Site operations would be subject to regular inspection by site personnel trained
in health and safety and environmental protection. Particular attention would be
paid to site tidiness and litter. Inspections of work sites, compound areas and
workmen’s mess facilities would be undertaken and recorded, and actions
required to achieve improvement would be monitored.
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7.5.7

Inspections would include all aspects of health and safety, with respect to the
work force and the general public. All environmental issues would be checked
but specifically waste management, material storage, protection of vegetation,
ecological habitats, site access points and plant crossings, and noise and dust
control would be closely monitored. Records of all inspections would be
maintained on site.

7.5.8

Where works would have a larger impact on neighbouring properties, businesses
and buildings, the occupants of these premises would be advised of these works
prior to their occurrence. Consultation with the appropriate Environmental Health
Officer of the relevant local Council in respect of the nature and extent of any
such works, which might include bored piling, night-time works on road tie-ins,
would be undertaken prior to the commencement of such works..

7.5.9

In addition, all works would be undertaken following consultation with the
appropriate regulatory authority and all construction activities would be
undertaken to minimise the impact on the environment by using Best Practicable
Means, as defined in Section 72 of the Control of Pollution Act (1974)

7.6

Community Relations

7.6.1

Even with all the environmental controls and traffic control measures that would
be adopted for the Scheme it is inevitable that there would be some
inconvenience and disruption to residents, travellers and the local community. It
is therefore very important to ensure that there are procedures and channels of
communication in place to keep all stakeholders informed of activities and to
quickly address any complaints or queries in a fair and timely manner.

7.6.2

Prior to construction, we will appoint an experienced Public Liaison Officer who
will establish a forum to disseminate construction information to the statutory
authorities, advisory bodies, landowners, local interest groups and the general
public.

7.6.3

We would work interactively with all stakeholders through a process of listening,
informing, consulting, reviewing and acting. Our aim being to ensure that all
stakeholder concerns are addressed whilst the Scheme requirements are
achieved.
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8

KEY CONSTRUCTION ISSUES

8.1

General

8.1.1

In order to address concerns members of the public may have in relation to the
construction of the Scheme, I have identified a number of potential issues and
how we are committed to implementing the appropriate mitigation measures as
contained within the ES.

8.1.2

The following are a number of potential construction issues / concerns members
of the public may have;
•

Working in / near Special Areas of Conservation (SACs)

•

Control of sediment and pollution of watercourses

•

Noise and dust during construction

•

Principal haul routes and access locations

•

Severance of access across the Scheme to adjacent fields etc

8.2

Working in / near SACs

8.2.1

Section 2 involves works in / near Special Areas of Conservation as given below;
• Foyle River and Tributaries SAC
• Owenkillew River SAC
• Tully Bog SAC

8.2.2

The CEMP for Section 2 will be developed to ensure that construction activities
are planned and managed in accordance with environmental requirements for
the SACs identified within the Environmental Statement. It will comply with the
requirements of ISO 14001. It will ensure compliance with both the legal and
contractual obligations as well as implement best practice in construction
environmental management under appropriate ecological supervision and liaison
with the relevant organisations.

8.3

Control of Sediment and Pollution of Watercourses

8.3.1

In order to minimise the risk of environmental incidents, all drainage activities
would be carried out in accordance with the Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) – Principles and Guidance (Appendix 6G in Volume 3
of the Environmental Statement).

8.3.2

Particular consideration would be given to the areas designated for fuel and oils
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storage, storage of materials subject to Control of Substances Hazardous to
Health (COSHH) assessments, generator sites, liquid waste storage, hazardous
waste storage. Methods of containment and specifics of control measures would
be adopted in accordance with Northern Ireland Environment Agency guidelines
and construction industry standards and set out in the CEMP.
8.4

Noise and Dust during Construction

8.4.1

The CEMP will include a series of environmental action plans that would define
the scope, key roles, responsibilities and control procedures that will be required.
These specialist procedures would include the management of noise and dust
during construction.

8.4.2

There will be a complaints procedure and register established to ensure all noise
and dust environmental issues would be investigated / checked, resolved and
closely monitored. Records of all inspections would be maintained on site.

8.5

Haul Roads and Access Locations

8.5.1

Wherever possible, haul roads would be located within the Scheme footprint.

8.5.2

Haul of earthworks is typically done by articulated dump trucks, however the use
of road lorries would be necessary to transport material to locations where only
lorry access is feasible.

8.5.3

All deliveries of materials required for construction would access the site at the
designated Site Access Locations along the haul route as outlined in Appendix B
from Table 6G.19 Site Access Locations (Appendix 6G in Volume 3 of the
Environmental Statement).

8.5.4

The majority of materials would be delivered directly to specific locations on site
where they are required for the construction works. Specialist materials will be
delivered to the site compounds from which point they will be distributed via the
internal haul road to where they are required.

8.6

Severance of Access

8.6.1

Prior to erecting fencing or severing lands / access, the Public Liaison Officer will
contact those affected landowners / occupiers / businesses to discuss both the
short term and long term access arrangements including our programme of
works. Suitable temporary access arrangements will be put in place and
maintained for the necessary duration until the permanent arrangement is
substantially complete.
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8.7

Conclusion

8.7.1

I reiterate my commitment to the Schedule of Environmental Commitments as
contained within Volume 1 Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.
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9

CONCLUSIONS

9.1

Construction Programme

9.1.1

Subject to the approval to proceed with the Scheme, construction works would
commence in September 2012.

9.1.2

The site works would last approximately 3 years. The programme is realistic and
achievable.

9.1.3

The programme is based upon normal site working hours with a minimal amount
of 24-hour and night time working required.

9.1.4

The sequencing of operations have been carefully planned to ensure the
Scheme is built in accordance with Roads Service requirements and to ensure
that minimum disruption occurs to the local environment during the construction
process.

9.2

Construction Methods

9.2.1

The construction methods have been selected with due consideration for the
environment and the impact of the works on residents, road users and
recreational activities.

9.2.2

The Scheme has been designed to maximise the re-use of materials available
within the site, minimise the import of materials from outside the site and
minimise the need for inert material disposal.

9.2.3

Public rights of way would need to be closed for short periods with alternative
diversion routes implemented, to ensure the safety of the public during the
construction phase.

9.2.4

Environmental mitigation and control measures would be discussed and agreed
with the appropriate authorities and would be implemented throughout the
construction process to reduce the impact of the works upon residents, land use,
air quality, water quality, the natural environment and cultural heritage.

9.3

Temporary Works and Facilities

9.3.1

A peak workforce in the region of 400 is envisaged. The site facilities required for
this workforce have been assessed and provisions made for the necessary site
compounds.

9.3.2

The areas required for temporary diversion routes, construction working, and
material deposition have been allowed for within the Draft Vesting Orders.
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9.3.3

Site traffic would normally travel within the confines of the site boundary. In
conjunction with the careful design of the site access routes, the effect of this
increase in traffic on the local road network would be minimal.

9.4

Project Management

9.4.1

By the implementation of a robust Project Management Plan and strict
adherence to the Construction Environmental Management Plan the works
would be delivered safely to the required standards and with careful
consideration of the environment.

9.5

Summary

9.5.1

The Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) process has ensured that buildability
and construction issues have been fully addressed during the design
development phase prior to the publication of draft Orders. In particular,
temporary land requirements have been identified and included within the draft
Vesting Order.

9.5.2

An outline construction programme has been produced and a clear
understanding of environmental impacts and risks during the construction phase,
including the necessary mitigation measures, has been developed.
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APPENDIX A
Outline Construction Programme
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A5WTC Section 2 Outline Construction Programme
ID

Task Name

Duration

Start

2013
J

Finish
S

O

N

D

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

2014
J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

2015
J

D

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

1
2

Site Commencement

0 days

Mon 03/09/12

Mon 03/09/12

3

Completion

0 days

Fri 28/08/15

Fri 28/08/15

Site Establishment

12 wks

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

391 days

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 28/03/14

12 wks

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

2

Site Commencement
3

Completion

4
5

5

Site Establishment

8

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)

6
7

Zone 1 CH 27000 to 34400

8

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)

7

Zone 1 CH 27000 to 34400

9

Site Clearance

6 wks

Mon 29/10/12

Fri 07/12/12

10

Access/ Haul Roads

8 wks

Mon 05/11/12

Thu 10/01/13

11

Install Culverts

9 wks

Mon 19/11/12

Thu 31/01/13

11

Install Culverts

12

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

9 wks

Mon 19/11/12

Thu 31/01/13

12

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

13

Install Pollution Control Measures

9 wks

Mon 19/11/12

Thu 31/01/13

13

Install Pollution Control Measures

14

Topsoil Strip

28 wks

Mon 18/03/13

Fri 27/09/13

14

15

Earthworks

30 wks

Mon 18/03/13

Fri 11/10/13

15

16

Drainage

48 wks

Mon 15/04/13

Fri 28/03/14

275 days

Mon 03/09/12

12 wks

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

9

Site Clearance

10

Access/ Haul Roads

Topsoil Strip
Earthworks
16

Drainage

17
18

Zone 2 CH 34400 to 41350

Thu 03/10/13 18

Zone 2 CH 34400 to 41350

19

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)

20

Site Clearance

6 wks

Mon 10/09/12

Fri 19/10/12

20

21

Access Roads

8 wks

Mon 10/09/12

Fri 02/11/12

21

22

Install Culverts

10 wks

Mon 17/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

22

Install Culverts

23

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

10 wks

Mon 17/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

23

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

24

Install Pollution Control Measures

10 wks

Mon 17/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

24

25

Topsoil Strip

42 wks

Mon 15/10/12

Thu 15/08/13

26

Earthworks

46 wks

Mon 22/10/12

Thu 19/09/13

27

Drainage

46 wks

Mon 05/11/12

Thu 03/10/13

515 days

Mon 03/09/12

Thu 18/09/14 29

12 wks

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 23/11/12

30
31

19

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)
Site Clearance
Access Roads

Install Pollution Control Measures
25

Topsoil Strip

26

Earthworks
27

Drainage

28
29

Zone 3 CH 41350 to 50100

Zone 3 CH 41350 to 50100

30

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)

31

Site Clearance

6 wks

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 12/10/12

32

Access Roads

6 wks

Mon 17/09/12

Fri 26/10/12

33

Install Culverts

12 wks

Mon 24/09/12

Fri 14/12/12

34

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

9 wks

Mon 04/02/13

Fri 05/04/13

34

35

Install Pollution Control Measures

9 wks

Mon 04/02/13

Fri 05/04/13

35

36

Topsoil Strip

42 wks

Mon 18/03/13

Fri 04/07/14

36

37

Earthworks

48 wks

Mon 18/03/13

Fri 15/08/14

37

38

Drainage

52 wks

Mon 15/04/13

Thu 18/09/14

571 days

Mon 03/09/12

Fri 05/12/14

20 wks

Mon 03/09/12

Thu 31/01/13

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)
Site Clearance
32

Access Roads

33

Install Culverts
Install Pre Earthworks Drainage
Install Pollution Control Measures
Topsoil Strip
Earthworks
38

Drainage

39
40

Zone 4 CH 50100 to 56700

40

Zone 4 CH 50100 to 56700

41

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)

42

Site Clearance

6 wks

Mon 07/01/13

Fri 15/02/13

43

Access Roads

6 wks

Mon 04/02/13

Fri 15/03/13

44

Install Culverts

12 wks

Mon 18/02/13

Fri 10/05/13

45

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

16 wks

Mon 11/02/13

Fri 31/05/13

45

46

Install Pollution Control Measures

16 wks

Mon 11/02/13

Fri 31/05/13

46

47

Topsoil Strip

38 wks

Mon 13/05/13

Tue 15/07/14

48

Earthworks

40 wks

Mon 17/06/13

Fri 29/08/14

49

Drainage

52 wks

Mon 22/07/13

Fri 05/12/14

41

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)
42

Site Clearance
43

Access Roads
44

Install Culverts
Install Pre Earthworks Drainage
Install Pollution Control Measures
47

Topsoil Strip
48

Earthworks
49

Drainage

50
51

454 days

Tue 05/02/13

Fri 14/11/14

52

Zone 5 CH 56700 to 57580
Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)

8 wks

Tue 05/02/13

Mon 01/04/13

53

Site Clearance

4 wks

Mon 27/01/14

Fri 21/02/14

54

Access Roads

4 wks

Mon 10/02/14

Fri 07/03/14

55

Install Culverts

4 wks

Mon 10/03/14

Fri 04/04/14

56

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

4 wks

Mon 17/03/14

Fri 11/04/14

56

Install Pre Earthworks Drainage

57

Install Pollution Control Measures

4 wks

Mon 17/03/14

Fri 11/04/14

57

Install Pollution Control Measures

58

Topsiol Strip

11 wks

Mon 02/06/14

Fri 15/08/14

59

Earthworks

14 wks

Mon 16/06/14

Fri 19/09/14

60

Drainage

20 wks

Mon 30/06/14

Fri 14/11/14

51

Zone 5 CH 56700 to 57580

52

Fencing (Perm/ Temp to Secure Site)
53

Site Clearance
54

Access Roads
55

Install Culverts

58

Topsiol Strip
59

Earthworks
60

Drainage

61
62

Pavement

63 wks

Mon 31/03/14

Fri 26/06/15

63

Finishes

26 wks

Mon 02/03/15

Fri 28/08/15

62

Pavement
63

Finishes

64
65

681 days

Mon 17/09/12

Fri 05/06/15

66

Structures
Zone 1 CH 27000 to 34400

65 wks

Mon 15/10/12

Thu 06/02/14

67

Zone 2 CH 34400 to 41350

65 wks

Mon 12/11/12

Thu 06/03/14

68

Zone 3 CH 41350 to 50100

90 wks

Mon 17/09/12

Thu 03/07/14

69

Zone 4 CH 50100 to 56700

105 wks

Mon 08/10/12

Thu 06/11/14

70

Zone 5 CH 56700 to 57580

26 wks

Mon 01/04/13

Fri 27/09/13

71

Structures Finishes

110 wks

Mon 01/04/13

Fri 05/06/15

Project: Prelim Contruction Programme
Date: Fri 15/04/11

Task

Split

65

Progress

Structures
66

Zone 1 CH 27000 to 34400
67

Zone 2 CH 34400 to 41350

68

Zone 3 CH 41350 to 50100
69

Zone 4 CH 50100 to 56700
70

Zone 5 CH 56700 to 57580

71
Milestone

Structures Finishes
Summary

Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

A5 Western Transport Corridor
Submission on Construction of Section 2

APPENDIX B
Site Access Locations

Morgan Sheehy BE, CEng, FIEI, MCIHT, Eur Ing
718736-0000-R-029

34700

33960

32600

32000

32000

31910

31445

30140

29090

Morgan Sheehy BE, CEng, FIEI, MCIHT, Eur Ing
718736-0000-R-029

B164 Deerpark Road

Derg Road

Unnamed Road

Urbalreagh Road (South)

Urbalreagh Road (North)

Stone Road

B72 Fyfin Raod

Concess Road

Seein Road

28595

20 per day (240 days)

20 per day (240 days)

20 per day (360 days)

50 per day (360 days)

10 per day (120 days)

20 per day (240 days)

27990

High Road

25 per day (240 days)

27215

28000

Average Truck
Movements (period)

Mainline
Chainage

Garden Road

B165 Bells Park Road

Primrose Park

Site Access

From Ex. A5
onto Old Bridge
Rd.

From B72 Fyfin
Rd.

From B72 Fyfin
Rd.

From B165 & Ex.
A5

From Bells Park
Rd.

Temp Diversion to the north of the new realignment.

Temp Diversion using existing to south of new
realignment.

Temporary closure with diversion using realigned
Urbalreagh Rd.

Shuttle work (traffic lights) to upgrade pavement &
markings etc (width/depth).

Short term Road Closures to construct road and
beam lifts.

Now offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to complete
tie-ins.

Assumed Closed until complete with Bells Park Rd.

Temporary Diversion to north side. Not required if
new alignment is offline from existing.

Temporary Diversion to north side.

From Peacock
Road/Ex. A5
From Ex. A5

Comments

Access
Description

A5 Western Transport Corridor
Submission on Construction of Section 2

39350

New Glen to Old Glen
Link

Morgan Sheehy BE, CEng, FIEI, MCIHT, Eur Ing
718736-0000-R-029

Maintain existing road until new overbridge

From Ex. A5.

42410

Joe’s Road

25 per day (240 days)

Temp Diversion to the north of the new realignment.

Maintain existing road until new overbridge
complete.

41110

From Old A5 in
Newtownstewart.

Now mostly offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to
complete tie-ins.

Temp Diversion to the north of the new realignment.

Now mostly offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to
complete tie-ins.

Short term Road Closures to construct road and
beam lifts.

Comments

West Road

50 per day (360 days)

From Old A5
Strabane Rd &
Ex. A5.

From
Magheracolton
Rd to JN2 only.

From B164 and
B84/Drumlegagh
Rd.

Access
Description

40050

39910

39500

50 per day (360 days)

20 per day (240 days)

20 per day (240 days)

Average Truck
Movements (period)

Grange Road

Castletown Road (North)

Gortgranagh Road

39420

39000

Honeyford Lane

Glen Road

38590

37300

37200

37050

36270

35280

Mainline
Chainage

Oldcastle Road

B84 Baronscourt Road

Golf Course Road

Drumlegagh Road

Magheracoltan Road

Milltown Road

Site Access

A5 Western Transport Corridor
Submission on Construction of Section 2

25 per day (360 days)
25 per day (360 days)

48000
48070
48200
49230
49620
49825
50440
50770

Tully Link Road East

Rash Road

Tully Link Road West

Proposed JN3 Link Road

South Drumlegagh Road

Todds Road

Mellon Park Drive

Armstrong’s Lane

Morgan Sheehy BE, CEng, FIEI, MCIHT, Eur Ing
718736-0000-R-029

B50/Gillygooly Road

51280

20 per day (480 days)

47550

Lisnagirr Road

50 per day (360 days)

20 per day (240 days)

20 per day (360 days)

46880

Cashty Road
46940

45750

Dunteige Road

From Ex. A5

From Ex. A5.

From Ex. A5.

From Ex. A5.

From Ex. A5.

From Ex. A5.

From Castletown
Rd at Mountjoy

Now mostly offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to
complete tie-ins.

Shuttle work (traffic lights) to complete tie-ins.

Temp Diversion to the north of the new realignment.

Short term Road Closures to construct road and
beam lifts.

20 per day (360 days)

45670

Becomes a shared access track.

complete.

Comments

Now mostly offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to
complete tie-ins.

50 per day (240 days)

43590

Access
Description

44960

Average Truck
Movements (period)

Mainline
Chainage

Cashty -Castletown link

Castletown Road (South)

Killinure Road

Unnamed Road

Site Access

A5 Western Transport Corridor
Submission on Construction of Section 2

20 per day (120 days)

54350

57100

57000

56430

20 per day (240 days)

20 per day (120 days)

20 per day (240 days)

50 per day (360 days)

54020

55910

10 per day (240 days)

10 per day (240 days)

20 per day (240 days)

Average Truck
Movements (period)

53720

53100

52100

52010

51350

Mainline
Chainage

Morgan Sheehy BE, CEng, FIEI, MCIHT, Eur Ing
718736-0000-R-029

Drumragh Road

Blackfort Road

Ballynahatty Road

Beagh Road

Loughmuck Road

A32/Clannobogan Road

Brookmount Road

Tamlaght Road

Botera Road

Aghnamoyle Road

Mullaghmena Road

Site Access

Use existing and realigned Blackfort Road as
temporary diversion until Overbridge complete.

From Section 3/
B83 Seskinore
Rd.
From Section 3/
B83 Seskinore
Rd.

Now mostly offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to
complete tie-ins.

Now mostly offline. Shuttle work (traffic lights) to
complete tie-ins.

From Dromore
Rd/A32

From Old A5,
Dublin Rd,
Omagh

Short term Road Closures to construct road and
beam lifts.

Short term Road Closures to construct road and
beam lifts.

Full Road Closure for duration of bridge construction.

Use existing and realigned Botera Road as
temporary diversion until Overbridge complete.

Temporary Road Closure to construct & finalise to
new B50.

Comments

From A32

From Ex. A5.

From
Brookmount Rd/
Ex. A5.

From B50
Gillygooley Rd.

Access
Description

A5 Western Transport Corridor
Submission on Construction of Section 2

